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SUMMARY Predicting the performance of high speed wide
area ATM networks �WANs� is a di�cult task� Evaluating the
performance of these systems by means of mathematical models
is not yet feasible� As a result� the creation of simulation models
is usually the only means of predicting and evaluating the per�
formance of such systems� In this paper� we use measurements
to validate simulation models of TCP�IP over high speed ATM
wide area networks� Validation of simulations with measurements
is not common� however� it is needed so that simulation models
can be used with con	dence to accurately characterize the per�
formance of ATM WANs� In addition� the appropriate level of
complexity of the simulation models needs to be determined� The
results show that under appropriate conditions simulation mod�
els can accurately predict the performance of complex high speed
ATM wide area networks� This work also shows that the user
perceived performance is dependent on host processing demands�
key words� performance prediction� validation of simulation
models� model complexity� TCP�IP over ATM

�� Introduction

Predicting the performance �that is� throughput� of
high speed wide area ATM networks �WANs� is a dif�
�cult task� Simulation models enable the systematic
performance evaluation of these systems when mathe�
matical models are not available and experiments on
the actual systems are impossible or impractical ����
However� in most cases a very high level of model com�
plexity is required for accurate performance prediction�

In this paper� the level of model complexity re�
quired to accurately predict measured performance is
determined by using measurements from high speed
wide area ATM networks to validate simulation results�
We present validation results of simulations of TCP	IP
over the MAGIC gigabit testbed and the ACTS ATM
Internetwork �AAI� wide area research network� The
experimental results presented here also show that to�
day
s workstations can fully utilize OC�� links� These
simulation results indicate that network congestion ef�
fects can be accurately modeled� under these conditions
simulation models can accurately predict the perfor�
mance of complex high speed ATM wide area networks�
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However� we observed large discrepancies between mea�
surements and simulations when hosts were required to
process multiple TCP	IP streams�

The rest of this paper is organized as follows� Sec�
tion  provides an overview of TCP	IP over ATM� Sec�
tion � presents background information on the simu�
lation software environment� the TCP model� and the
MAGIC and AAI networks� Section � describes the vali�
dation of simulationwith experimental results� and Sec�
tion � discusses lessons learned�

�� Overview of TCP�IP over ATM

�� Importance of TCP	IP over ATM

Probably the most successful idea in data networking
over the past twenty years has been the concept of in�
ternetworking ����� It is a method for interconnecting
networks� regardless of the particular networking tech�
nology �Ethernet� ATM� HIPPI� Frame Relay� FDDI��
used by the individual systems� What makes internet�
working possible is the development of protocols like
TCP	IP� The TCP	IP protocol suite is the internet�
working protocol used on the Internet� a global collec�
tion of networks connecting millions of computers and
users� and incorporating a large variety of di�erent net�
work technologies ����� It allows computers of all sizes�
from many di�erent computer vendors� running totally
di�erent operating systems� to communicate with each
other �����

ATM technology is the emerging standard adopted
by telecommunications and computer vendors for high
speed networks� The fast�cell switching technology em�
ployed by ATM helps to provide scalable �in size and
speed� networks ���� Further� ATM technology pro�
vides bandwidth on demand and enables the integra�
tion of real�time and data tra�c over the same physical
medium for wide area networks�

Although TCP	IP and ATM often have been
viewed as competitors� their complementary strengths
and limitations form a natural alliance that combines
the best aspects of both technologies ����� In the near
future� a large portion of the tra�c carried by the ATM
networks will be generated by applications written to
run over a TCP	IP protocol stack ����� In fact� many of
the existing ATM networks employ TCP	IP over ATM
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� Previous Studies of TCP	IP over ATM

Numerous simulation and experimental studies have
been performed in order to predict the performance of
TCP	IP over ATM under congestion and bu�er over�
�ow conditions that arise from bandwidth mismatches
or multiple sources contending for the same link ��� ����
���� ����� ����� ����� ���� The simulation study in ���� ex�
amines the performance of TCP over ATM under con�
ditions of network congestion� The results show that
the TCP	IP over ATM performance is poor when there
is congestion caused by small switch bu�ers and large
TCP segment and window sizes� This performance
degradation is caused by a loss�rate multiplier e�ect
caused by the switch dropping cells from multiple pack�
ets� In ����� the performance of TCP connections over
ATM networks without ATM�level congestion control
is investigated� Simulation results of congested net�
works show that the e�ective throughput of TCP over
ATM can be quite low when cells are dropped at the
congested ATM switch� To improve the performance�
a mechanism called early packet discard �EPD� which
brings throughput performance to its optimal level is
proposed�

The work in ���� considers some undesirable inter�
actions between the congestion control scheme used in
TCP and the policing mechanisms used in ATM net�
works that can signi�cantly degrade the throughput of
TCP tra�c� It is shown that in the presence of polic�
ing� once a TCP connection has increased its window
size beyond the sustainable cell rate �SCR� times the
round�trip time and if the bottleneck capacity exceeds
the SCR� the bu�er at the site providing the policing
mechanism �lls up quickly and most of the packets in
the TCP window are dropped� This causes the av�
erage throughput to be signi�cantly lower than SCR
value� In order to improve the performance� the use of
smarter policing or cell�level tra�c shaping schemes is
suggested�

The work in ��� ���� describes performance mea�
surements taken from the MAGIC gigabit testbed relat�
ing to the performance of TCP in wide area ATM net�
works� Results show that the TCP rate control mecha�
nism alone is inadequate for congestion avoidance and
control in wide area gigabit networks� It is also illus�
trated that TCP augmented by cell�level pacing allows
the full link capacity to be utilized� Cell level pacing
is necessary because the TCP rate control mechanism
does not control tra�c burstiness su�ciently to avoid
congestion�induced cell losses in wide area networks�

These studies separately present simulation and
measurement results� However� comparison of perfor�
mance predictions from measurement techniques and
simulation models of TCP	IP�ATM networks is needed
to re�ne our understanding of the network operation�

Validation of models against measurements is also re�
quired so simulation models can be used with con��
dence to capture the e�ects of network control� and
to accurately characterize the performance of ATM
WANs� However� in order to achieve that goal� the
complexity of the models �which is directly proportional
to the model execution time� needs to be determined
because of the computational demands of simulation�

�� Background

This section provides some background information on
the simulation software environment� the TCP BONeS
model� and the MAGIC and AAI networks�

��� The Simulation Software Environment

The simulation models in this study are implemented
using BONeS DESIGNER� a commercial software pack�
age for modeling and simulating event�driven systems
���� Other network simulation software packages are
available� One of these is the Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory �LBNL� Network Simulator� an
event�driven simulator embedded into Tcl with an ex�
tensible simulation engine implemented in C�� �����
However� BONeS provides the user with a rich array of
library functions� making the task of building our mod�
els less complex� A systemmodel can be constructed hi�
erarchically and graphically using building blocks from
the BONeS model library� or using models written in
C or C��� The relative merits of commercial general
simulation systems with respect to special purpose sim�
ulations can be found in ����

�� TCP BONeS Primitive Module

A TCP BONeS ��� primitive module was created for
this study� The source code for this primitive was based
on the MIT Network Simulator �NetSim� TCP mod�
ule ����� ���� However� using NetSim module we were
unable to match measurement with simulation results
in the presence of network congestion because speci�c
TCP timer mechanisms were not modeled� The Net�
Sim TCP module is partially based on the Berkeley
Standard Distribution �BSD� ��� Tahoe version� All
TCP implementations that are ��� BSD based include
two timer functions� one is called every �� ms �the
fast timer� and the other every ��� ms �the slow timer�
����� The fast timer is used with the delayed ACK timer
and the slow timer is mainly used with the retransmis�
sion timer� The NetSim TCP model did not include
these timers and thus can not accurately predict the
performance of TCP over ATM under congestion�

The modi�ed TCP model developed here is based
on the ��� BSD Reno version� It supports the following
major mechanisms� fast and slow timers� slow start and
congestion avoidance� fast retransmit	recovery� and
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Fig� � TCP over ATM BONeS host model

window advertisement� The BONeS model of a TCP
over ATM host is shown in Fig��� The TCP User
block generates the data bu�ers for transmission and
the ATM block accepts TCP packets and generates
ATM cells� It also accepts cells from the network and
reconstructs the TCP packets�

From Fig�� we see that an IP module is not used�
IP is the main protocol at the network layer of the
TCP	IP protocol suite� It provides an unreliable� con�
nectionless datagram delivery service between hosts at�
tached to an TCP	IP internetwork� In this study�
the connectionless IP datagrams are carried only on
connection�oriented ATM networks� Hence� the IP
routing functionality is redundant in our simulation
models�

��� MAGIC and AAI Networks
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This study focuses on measurements and models
of the MAGIC and AAI networks� The Multidimen�
sional Applications and Gigabit Internetwork Consor�
tium �MAGIC� is a group of industrial� academic� and
government organizations participating in gigabit net�
working research� The MAGIC backbone network �see
Fig�� operates at �� Gb	s and each site on the net�
work includes LANs or hosts communicating at giga�
bit per second rates ���� The ACTS ATM Internet�
work �AAI� provides wide area Asynchronous Transfer
Mode �ATM� connectivity� It connects several DoD

High Performance Computing centers and the MAGIC
and ATDnet gigabit testbeds� The ATM service is pro�
vided by Sprint� The AAI network is depicted in Fig���
At the time of these experiments� site access was at DS�
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� rates� These links have subsequently been updated to
OC���

�� Using Measurements to Validate Simulation
Models

This section presents the model validation results of
TCP over ATM performance for three di�erent cases�
over the MAGIC network and varying the TCP window
size� over the MAGIC network and under rate mismatch
conditions� and over the AAI network� In addition� this
section provides information about the simulation sys�
tem parameters and network tra�c�

��� System Parameters

System Parameter Value

TCP MTU Size ��� Bytes
TCP Processing � OS Overhead Time
DEC ���� AXP 
������ �s
SGI � SPARC �� ��� �s
SPARC � ��� �s
TCP User Send Bu�er Size �� KBytes
Slow�Timer Period ��� s
Fast�Timer Period ��
 s
Minimum RTO ��� s
AAL� SAR Processing Time ��
 �s
AAL� Cell Payload Size � Bytes
Switch Processing Time � �s
Switch Output Bu�er Size per VC 
�� Cells
OC��c Link Speed ��� Mb�s
TAXI Link Speed ��� Mb�s
DS�� Link Speed �� Mb�s

Table � Run�Time Simulation Parameters

Beside the level of model complexity� the simula�
tion system parameters need to be correctly speci�ed�
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The system parameters that are used in our simulation
systems are listed in Table �� The maximum size of
the TCP segment is speci�ed by the TCP MTU �maxi�
mum transmission unit� size parameter� TCP Process�
ing and OS Overhead Time is the overall time needed by
the TCP software to create a segment for transmission
or process an incoming segment and for the operating
system to handle all system calls and I	O operations
during transmission or reception of a TCP segment� In
Fig��� the TCP User module sends data bu�ers to the
TCP module for transmission� The size of these data
bu�ers is designated by the TCP User Send Bu�er Size
parameter� The retransmission timer is decremented
every ��� seconds �Slow�Timer Period�� and only when
the timer reaches � a retransmission is performed� A
delayed ACK is sent every time the �� second delayed
ACK timer �Fast�Timer� expires� The retransmission
timer is bounded by TCP to be between � �Minimum
Retransmission Time�Out� and �� seconds �����

For this study� the host interfaces use the ATM
adaptation layer AAL� for mapping IP datagrams to
ATM cell streams� The AAL� Segmentation and Re�
assembly Processing Time is the time required for the
AAL� SAR sublayer to map the IP datagrams to ATM
cell streams or to reconstruct cell streams to IP data�
grams� The AAL� cell payload is �� bytes long� The
values of the TCP Processing and OS Overhead Time�
AAL� Segmentation and Reassembly Processing Time�
and Switch Processing Time parameters are based on
experimental measurements ���� ���� For reference� Ta�
ble  lists the maximum achievable physical and TCP
level throughput for SONET links after excluding the
SONET� ATM� and IP overhead�

Link Max SONET Layer Max TCP Layer
Throughput Throughput

OC�� ��� Mb�s ��� Mb�s
��� Mb�s TAXI � Mb�s  Mb�s
DS�� ���� Mb�s �� Mb�s
Table � Maximum Throughput for Di�erent Link Speeds

�� Network Tra�c Characterization

To measure the maximum end�to�end throughput at
the TCP layer� a public domain software tool� ttcp� was
used in all experiments� This tool transfers TCP pack�
ets from local memory to memory on a remote host as
fast as the operating system� interfaces� and network
allow� In each of the experiments performed for this
study� ttcp used �� KBytes user data bu�ers� In or�
der to match the ttcp tra�c� the data send bu�er at
the transmitting host always was kept full in all the
simulations presented here�

��� Validating ATM WAN vs TCP Window Size Per�
formance

An experiment was carried out by Ewy and Evans ��
using the MAGIC testbed in order to study the ATM
WAN performance versus TCP window size� The ex�
perimental set up is shown in Fig��� A Digital DEC
���� AXP with an OTTO OC�� interface transmits to
another DEC ���� AXP over a SONET OC�� link with
��� round�trip delay� A simulation for this experiment
is created using our BONeS TCP	ATM host model�
Figure � shows the top level of the simulation model�
The BONeS model for the two DEC AXP ���� blocks
uses the TCP over ATM host model shown in Fig���
The two OC�� links are modeled by delay blocks� while
the DIGITAL AN Switch is modeled by a simple FIFO
queue with a server� The simulation and experimental
results are shown in Fig��� These results match our ex�
pectations given the bandwidth�delay product of this
link� The results of this experiment clearly show that
today
s workstations can fully utilize an OC��c link�
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Fig� � Experimental Set Up for ATM WAN Performance vs
TCP Window Size
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��� Validating TCP	ATM Performance Under Rate
Mismatch Conditions

Another experiment was conducted by Ewy and Evans
�� in order to study the performance of TCP over ATM
under the case of rate mismatch� The con�guration for
this experiment is shown in Fig��� A single host trans�
mits to another host with a ��� Mb	s to ��� Mb	s
bandwidth constriction in the path� The simulation
system used for this experiment is shown in Fig��� The
TCP window size is set to �� KB and the cell�level pac�
ing is �xed at a rate of �� Mb	s� Cell�level pacing is the
mechanism which reduces the source cell transmission
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rate� The Pacer functionality is modeled by an in�nite
size FIFO queue and a server with service rate equal
to the pacing rate� The results are shown in Table ��
This con�rms that network congestion e�ects can be
accurately modeled�

No Pacing Pacing

Experimental Results ��
� Mb�s ��
� Mb�s
Simulation Results ��

 Mb�s ���� Mb�s

Table � Throughput of TCP over ATM with Rate Mismatch

��� Validating TCP	ATMPerformance over AAI Net�
work

A simulation model was created for predicting the per�
formance of the AAI Network� The simulation results
over a single connection were then validated by mea�
surement� The experimental con�guration is shown in
Fig��� A Digital DEC ���� AXP with an OTTO OC��
interface transmits to an SGI Indigo  host with a ���
Mb	s TAXI interface� The round�trip time for this con�
nection is about �� ms� The simulation model for this
experiment is shown in Fig���� Note in Fig�� that the
lowest link capacity is DS��� Hence� a cell�level pacer is
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used with a rate of �� Mb	s since the maximum rate of
a DS�� link after excluding the physical layer overhead
is ���� Mb	s� We used �� Mb	s at the pacer to avoid
any possibility of cell loss due to network congestion�
A TCP window size of �� KB is used� The results are
shown in Table �� Once more� the results show that sim�
ulation can accurately predict the network performance
of complex high speed ATM wide area networks�

Experimental Results ���� Mb�s
Simulation Results ����� Mb�s

Table � Throughput of TCP over ATM using AAI Network

A set of three experiments were carried out by
Dasilva ��� over the AAI network in order to study the
ATM WAN performance versus multiple simultaneous
tra�c streams between multiple hosts�

� Experiment �� an SGI Onyx host with a TAXI in�
terface transmits to a SPARC �� and SPARC �
hosts with TAXI interface simultaneously�

� Experiment � a SPARC �� and a SPARC � hosts
transmit simultaneously to an SGI Onyx host�

� Experiment � � experiment � and  carried out
simultaneously�

The experimental set up is shown if Fig���� In
these experiments� the lowest link capacity� DS��� is be�
tween the TIOC and ARL connection� However� a cell�
level was not used because the maximum throughput
of SPARC � with SunOS � is less than the DS�� rate�
The round�trip times for TIOC�EDC and TIOC�ARL
connections are about � ms and � ms respectively� For
the TIOC�EDC connection� the TCP window size was
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set to �� KB� and for the TIOC�ARL it was set to �
KB� The BONeS simulation model developed for these
experiments is shown in Fig��� The simulation versus

  TIOC-ARL-EDC       [ 11-Mar-1997 13:02:27 ] 
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experimental performance results are shown in Table ��

Connection Experimental Simulation
Results Results

Baseline Results�

Point�to�Point
TIOC�to�ARL ��
 Mb�s ��� Mb�s
TIOC�to�EDC ���
 Mb�s ���� Mb�s

Simultaneous tra�c

streams� single source�
two destinations
TIOC�to�ARL ���� Mb�s ���� Mb�s
TIOC�to�EDC ����� Mb�s ����� Mb�s

Simultaneous tra�c

streams� two sources�
single destination
ARL�to�TIOC 
��� Mb�s ��� Mb�s
EDC�to�TIOC �
��
 Mb�s ����� Mb�s

Simultaneous full

duplex tra�c streams�

TIOC�to�ARL ���� Mb�s ���� Mb�s
ARL�to�TIOC ��� Mb�s ���� Mb�s
TIOC�to�EDC 

�� Mb�s ���� Mb�s
EDC�to�TIOC ���� Mb�s ����� Mb�s

Table � Simulation � Experimental Results of Simultaneous
connections over the AAI Network

�� Lessons Learned

TCP imposes heavy processing overhead when individ�
ual packets are retransmitted immediately after they
time out and subsequently retransmitted� To reduce
this overhead� many TCP implementations use the slow
and fast timer mechanisms to handle the retransmission
and acknowledgment operations� However� the cost of
doing that is a performance degradation� The long de�
lay introduced by these timer mechanisms causes a sig�
ni�cant reduction in the performance TCP over ATM
when there are cell losses due to network congestion�
All workstations used for this study employ TCP im�
plementations which use these timers� Therefore� it was
necessary to include them in our TCP model in order to
match our simulation results with measurements� For
example� in our simulation studies� we �rst used the
NetSim TCP model which does not use these timers�
The simulation result �without modeling these timers�
for the experiment with no pacing presented in Section
��� was � Mb	s� which is � times greater than the
experimental result�

Our results indicate that simulations can be used
to accurately predict the performance of high speed
wide area networks� However� to enable feasible simula�
tions of such systems� the minimum level of model com�
plexity for each system element must be used� The sim�
ulation
s run time is inversely proportional to the level
of model complexity� Hence� simulation
s run time can
be reduced signi�cantly if redundant model precision
is avoided� Table � shows the minimum required level
of model complexity used in our simulation systems�
Detailed IP and SONET models are not required in our

Model Level of Complexity

ATM High
ATM Switch Medium
IP Low
Link Medium
Pacer Medium
SONET Low
TCP High
TCP User �Application Layer� Low

Table � Level of model Complexity

simulation systems� their impact is captured by simply
accounting for their information overhead� We avoided
the need for a SONET model at the physical layer by
reducing the OC�� link speed from ��� Mb	s to ���
Mb	s� An IP model is not used because the IP rout�
ing functionality is not needed in ATM networks �see
Section ���� Here� the ATM switch is modeled only
by a single FIFO queue and a server� High precision
for this switch model is unnecessary since a single con�
nection with no cross�tra�c was considered� Also� the
details of the pacing algorithm were not modeled� since
a simple FIFO was su�cient to capture its impact on
performance� To obtain the results presented in this
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study� a high level of complexity was needed for the
TCP and ATM modules shown in Fig��� In these mod�
els� we left out only references to Unix and IP speci�c
functions and the open and close connection operations�
By using the di�erent levels of model complexity shown
in Table �� we were able to reduce the simulation time
signi�cantly� The run time of the simulation system
shown in Fig�� on a SPARCstation��� with �� MByte
of RAM is about � to �� minutes for each second of
real�time� If accurate IP� SONET� and switch models
were used� the simulation of these high speed wide area
ATM networks would be di�cult�

The deviation between the simulated and experi�
mental results shown in Table � can be explained by
the fact that the operating system complexity� such as
CPU scheduling and interrupt calls� was not within the
scope of this simulation study� This explain why these
models did not accurately predict cases where the host
was required to process multiple streams� Thus� more
complex and computationally intensive models are re�
quired to accurately capture host e�ects� Further� these
models are not directly applicable to large and more
complex networks such as Internet� Predicting the per�
formance perceived by users over large networks� e�g�
the Internet� is a di�cult task� In this paper we demon�
strate that the impact of network components can be
accurately modeled� However� such models fail to cap�
ture host e�ects and can signi�cantly overestimate the
expected performance� In some of the cases considered
here a di�erence of ���� Mbps was observed between
measured and simulated performance�

The ATM Forum is currently in the process of stan�
dardizing tra�c and congestion control techniques at
the cell level for ATM technology� The results presented
here show that simulations can be used to capture and
evaluate the interactions of these techniques with TCP
packet �ow and congestion control mechanisms� Ques�
tions like �Can TCP packet �ow and congestion control
techniques cooperate with ATM cell �ow and conges�
tion control mechanisms� can be answered using the
simulation models developed here�
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